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East Avert meetings

Ms. O. Negru

Dear Ms. Negru,
On the commission of all 3 Ukrainian partners of East Avert project I have to inform
you on the following.
On 25.09.2014 in Chernivtsi took place first special meeting of 3 Ukrainian PPs with
main performers of GIS mapping and flood risk modeling, which were determined by
PP6 through tendering procedure. This seminar’ve shown urgent necessity for common
clarifying with core Romanian partners further appropriate project activity, which was
preliminary discussed through last common site visits in Tisa basin on the end of August
and my visit to Bucharest on 17.09.2014.
The simplest opportunity for such discussion to provide project implementation further
agreed steps can be realized by the meeting of Romanian and Ukrainian PPs and
involved performers on the main auto-road border crossing point Porubne-Siret, which
is placed between Chernivtsi and Suceava, and needs less then 40 minutes traveling
from each city.
This place for meeting has all the necessary infrastructure and more then 10 years
experience of similar meetings (and even large international CEI-Bukovina
Conferences) providing. And we can propose for such meeting any eligible for you
day(s) through last week of October 2014.
To involve all the necessary specialists all participants from Romanian side can be
accommodated in Suceava and Ukrainian – in Chernivtsi. Representatives from each
side should not compulsory (formally) cross the border.
Whereas this meeting is totally conform to the content of the East Avert PA 1.1
“national and trilateral workshops, site visits, seminars, wide discussions revealing the
common project’s platform and detailed action plan for the following project activities
for a wider professional and public support”, it don’t need special decisions and.or any
project conditions change.
It’s only should be formally agreed the possibility to use for this event organization
some costs foreseen by the budget line 6.7.6 for conferences.seminars.
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At the moment for such services providing it already was defined private entrepreneur
through the tendering procedures by the PP6. But the tender was performed only for 4
events (one of them was already provided through the site visit in Uzhgorod).
As it was clarified 19.09.2014 with representatives of JTS and with your representative
Ms. S.Neamtu, actual Contract conditions and Ukrainian legislation allows to provide
additionally the same services through simple procedure. This procedure foresees
additional agreement with the selected performer, if the prices for these additional
services aren’t higher then those, which were defined by the tendering procedure.
This issue is also actual for the number of seminars.workshops should be provided
through the nearest months in Chernivtsi, Novoselitsa, Storozhinets, Vyzhnitsa and
Snjatyn for the stakeholders and other involved representatives of project target groups
for historic floods and risks mapping data collection in the areas of Prut and Siret
basins, just determined on the above mention meeting in Chernivtsi on 25.09.2014.
Therefore we ask for your clarification on the possibility to provide meeting in PorubneSiret through the last week of October 2014 and also to determine the exact day(s).
As well as we also will wait for your clarification for the additional events service
providing from the budget line 6.7.6.
With kind regards
Director of PP8

Cc: JTS Suceava

Zinoviy Broyde

